Can antimicrobial peptides scavenge around a cell in less than a second?
Antimicrobial peptides, which play multiple host-defense roles, have garnered increased experimental focus because of their potential applications in the pharmaceutical and food production industries. While their mechanisms of action are richly debated, models that have been advanced share modes of peptide-lipid interactions that require peptide dynamics. Before the highly cooperative and specific events suggested in these models take place, peptides must undergo an important process of migration along the membrane surface and delivery from their site of binding on the membrane to the actual site of functional performance. This phenomenon, which contributes significantly to antimicrobial function, is poorly understood, largely due to a lack of experimental and computational tools needed to assess it. Here, we use (15)N solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance to obtain molecular level data on the motions of piscidin's amphipathic helices on the surface of phospholipid bilayers. The studies presented here may help contribute to a better understanding of the speed at which the events that lead to antimicrobial response take place. Specifically, from the perspective of the kinetics of cellular processes, we discuss the possibility that piscidins and perhaps many other amphipathic antimicrobial peptides active on the membrane surface may represent a class of fast scavengers rather than static polypeptides attached to the water-lipid interface.